
 

Technology Resource Guide 
A compilation of technology resources and recommendations for faculty and students at the 

College of Music at Michigan State University with great thanks to Hugh Hodgson School of 

Music at the University of Georgia. 

 

Since there has been much talk about “in person” versus “Synchronous” and “Asynchronous” 

distance teaching and learning for Fall 2020, we’ve organized this document into four sections: 

Synchronous Topics, Equipment, Asynchronous Topics, and Additional Tutorials/Resources. 

 

Synchronous Topics 
This section includes topics related to “real time” music applications, such as lessons, 

streaming performances, or attempting distance-based performances/rehearsals.  

Optimizing your Zoom Experience 
Absolutely everyone should watch this short, 4-minute video 

It’s a quick overview of simple steps you can take to improve your Zoom experience (or Skype, 

or Facetime, etc.).  

You can also better optimize audio settings for music in Zoom by making some changes to 

defaults in the advanced settings. Here are instructions for optimizing Zoom for Music. 

 

If you're using the Lyra mic with zoom, here are some recommendations: 

1. You can set the input level on both the microphone (via the knob on the back) 
AND in your audio preferences in zoom settings. I've found (for talking) the sound 
is clean when I have the input volume set just under halfway on the slider. I then 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCnoGRmZmxg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.musicrepo.com/zoom-music-mode/
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adjust the level on the microphone so that at my loudest volume, I'm just shy of 
peaking on the meters.  

2. You can find these settings a number of ways - one is to go to the zoom.us menu 
and down to Preferences. Under Audio you will see the microphone options I'm 
referencing. 

3. Select "Enable Stereo"  
4. Go to Advanced (button at bottom of window). Select Show in-meeting option to 

"enable original sound" from microphone, and under Audio processing, disable 
the first two and make sure echo cancellation is on Auto, not aggressive.  

5. Now go back to your meeting window. At the top right, you will have the option to 
"Turn on/off original sound." While playing music, you will want original sound - 
this is the cleanest, least altered sound from the microphone. However, when 
you're chatting during a lesson, having the original sound off is helpful - it then 
allows zoom to do all those handy things like background noise suppression that 
helps you hear speaking better. 

6. For the pattern selections on the mic itself, I've been happiest with the "Tight 
Stereo" option. Watch this short video explaining how it works 
https://youtu.be/VmE2jD14NYo. If you're in a room with any kind of ambient 
noise (I'm finding that my computer fans are rather loud) the wide stereo option 
really accentuates noise. 

7. Mic handling noise. The mic doesn't come with a shock mount, which means 
noise will be transferred through whatever the mic is sitting on. If you're finding 
this to be a problem, folding a thick blanket or towel and placing the mic stand on 
it will be helpful. Just make sure the mic is secure and not able to tip over. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmE2jD14NYo&feature=youtu.be 

NEW ZOOM UPDATE!  
Version 5.2.2 allows for “High fidelity music mode”  

 

 

https://youtu.be/VmE2jD14NYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmE2jD14NYo&feature=youtu.be
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Setting up in Classrooms for Remote Lessons 

All COM classrooms have tech carts that have wired ethernet, power and a surface suitable for 
placing your microphone. To improve latency and improve audio and video quality, a wired 
ethernet connection is far superior to a wireless connection. CAT6 
Ethernet cables are inexpensive and available here: 
https://www.monoprice.com/product?p_id=2115 
 
If you set up your laptop and microphone on the tech cart, you 
have easy access to plug in ethernet and power for your 
computer. To confirm your computer is using the wired ethernet 
rather than the wireless available all over campus, you will need to 
go into your preferences and then network settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using an iPhone/iPad as computer camera 
If your computer doesn’t have a built-in camera, or you find the quality of the camera is lacking, 

there’s a good chance your phone or tablet has a camera more than sufficient for your needs. If 

you want to use your phone or tablet as a webcam while conferencing or recording through your 

computer, there are a handful of apps that allow you to do this.  

Here is a video tutorial that goes over (the apps may cost $8 or so) 

 

https://www.monoprice.com/product?p_id=2115
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rXsWPEZosQ
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CleanFeed  
You might not be thrilled with audio quality over Zoom, Skype, Facetime, etc.. They build in 

feedback prevention and noise-gating that is great for conversations, but sometimes 

detrimental to listening to a dynamic musical performance. 

 CleanFeed is a great option for high-quality, low-latency audio sharing.  

 

You can run CleanFeed for audio alongside Zoom for video to improve audio quality in 

lessons/collaborations. If internet connections are strong enough, you may even find CleanFeed 

has low enough latency to support some real-time ensemble playing. 

Here’s a document with step-by-step instructions for using CleanFeed in conjunction with Zoom.  

How/Where Should I Capture and/or LiveStream 
My Concert? 
A few venues at the College of Music are all equipped to stream high quality audio and video. 

However, if you’re planning to stream an event from a different location, here are a few tips: 

Tips for Audio/Visual Quality: 

•  For a streamed performance, definitely use an external mic or USB Mic. Read our Equipment 

Suggestions.  

•  Take some time to figure out lighting and camera placement. The video earlier in this section 

is a good start. 

• Make sure you’ve selected the appropriate audio/video input settings in your Live Stream 

platform. There’s nothing worse than spending the time to set up a mic/interface only to have 

Facebook Live default to your laptop’s internal microphone! 

•  Consider the space you are playing in. Can you find a space with better sounding acoustics? Is 

there anything you can do to reduce background noise? 

•  Try a short “test run” well before the performance to make sure streaming and audio/video 

quality are up to specs. Try making the “test” a private cast and call a friend to see everything 

looks/sounds great.  

 

 

https://cleanfeed.net/
https://www.musicinst.org/sites/default/files/attachments/standard/052020/Instructions%20for%20Cleanfeed%2005182020.pdf
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Which Platform is Best? 

Different live streaming platforms have different advantages and disadvantages: 

Facebook Live is free, easy-to-use, and makes your live stream available so that anyone can see 

the stream, with or without a Facebook account. It’s the best place to have people “stumble 

upon” your performance, since it can show up in friends’ feeds and audience members can 

easily share, repost, or create watch parties. 

YouTube Live is also free and user-friendly. It supports significantly higher quality and bitrate 

than Facebook Live, but potentially at the expense of not being directly built into a social 

networking platform. If you want your performance to stay available after the stream, YouTube’s 

archive of live streams is easier to search for than Facebook Live.  

Why Not Do Both? If you’re willing to get into OBS (discussed here earlier) and the live streaming 

features it offers, you can actually stream to both Facebook Live and YouTube Live at the same 

time! It takes a bit more work, but will likely expand your audience. Moreover, OBS gives better 

control over peripheral audio devices and multiple video sources. 

Paid Live Streaming Services include Vimeo’s LiveStream, Brightcove, Panopto, etc. Unless you 

expect a huge audience and wish to monetize, this is probably more than you need. Here’s a 

brief rundown of paid live streaming services (disclaimer, this post is written by Vimeo, not 

coincidentally #1 on the list. But it’s still informative).  

 

 

Equipment Suggestions 
Improving Your Audio and Video Quality 
While most laptops or tablets are capable of streaming or recording audio and video, you may 

find the quality to be lacking (particularly when it comes to audio). Here are a few tips and 

resources on improving the quality of your audio/video for online lessons, recording, 

conferencing, and streaming. 

 

https://livestream.com/blog/livestreaming-platform-comparison-pricing
https://livestream.com/blog/livestreaming-platform-comparison-pricing
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Headphones 

Being able to listen at a high quality is a must! Headphones are 

particularly useful for conferencing, as sometimes speakers can feed 

back into your mic system and create unwanted feedback or 

cutting-out (as conferencing software tries to prevent feedback). We’ll 

give a few suggestions for headphones, and try to demystify a couple 

terms.  

 

Open-back headphones: Best option if isolation is not a major 

concern. Highly recommended for situations like Zoom lessons, 

where you need to hear your instrument clearly while wearing 

headphones. Sound the most natural and have better air flow (can be more comfortable for 

those long stretches of headphone-wearing).  

AKG K240 - $69  (a semi-open design, they’re a great budget option) 

Sennheiser HD600 - $299  (pricey, but very popular among audiophiles) 

 

Closed-back headphones: Over-ear headphones that help isolate sound. If you need to block out 

background sounds while listening, or if you’re worried about sound escaping your headphones 

into your microphone from multi-tracking projects with click-tracks, these are a good option. 

Audio Technica ATH-M20x - $49 

SONY MDR 7506 - $99 

AKG K371 - $134 (These are the most accurate sounding closed-back headphones which we’ve 

been able to find which are reasonable in price) 

 

Professional Earbuds: A very common in-ear option. They’re low-profile, with relatively low-cost 

options. 

Shure SE112 - $49 

Shure SE215 - $99 

USB Microphones 

 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/K240S--akg-k240-studio-semi-open-pro-studio-headphones
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/HD600--sennheiser-hd-600-open-back-audiophile-professional-headphones
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/ATHM20x--audio-technica-ath-m20x-closed-back-monitoring-headphones
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/MDR7506--sony-mdr-7506-closed-back-professional-headphones
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B07WZH7WM9/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/SE112--shure-se112-sound-isolating-earphones-black
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/SE215--shure-se215-sound-isolating-earphones-clear
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There’s a good chance you already have a decent camera (for more 

info on using your phone or iPad as an external camera, see the 

Synchronous Topics section). If this is the case, a good USB 

microphone is a great way to significantly improve your recording 

quality. The COM has purchased AKG Lyra mics for student use 

which can be checked out from the main office. A training video on 

how to use this microphone can be found here. There are also 

instrument-specific  

Pros:  

• Cheaper than buying an audio interface, which is needed to connect conventional microphones 

to your computer. 

• Sits on your desk, no need for a mic stand! 

• Simplifies the learning curve (kind of).  

 

Cons: 

• Not as many options as conventional microphones offer. 

• Longevity/compatibility: USB connection standards have changed annoyingly often, while XLR 

(traditional mic connections) have been around for many decades! You may find one day your 

USB mic is not compatible with changing computer standards. 

 

https://youtu.be/eXoQo5hfK8k
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Audio Interfaces 
If you’re not using a direct USB mic, and Audio 

Interface is typically where you’ll plug in your 

mic (it will also include preamps necessary for 

condenser microphones), as well as your 

headphones and self-powered studio monitors 

(speakers). These also largely vary in price, 

mostly due to the wide range of engineering quality that goes into analog-to-digital audio 

conversion and microphone preamps. There’s also a lot of variety in the number of mics you can 

plug in at once, and number of audio outputs. All of our recommendations connect to your 
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computer via USB. 

 

Audient Evo 4  -  $129 

Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 - $159 

Steinberg UR-RT2 - $350 

Apogee Duet - $649 

 

Microphones 
Choosing a first microphone varies a lot depending on what your needs are. Chances are, if 

you’re going to buy one starter microphone for most instruments/voice, you’ll want a large 

diaphragm condenser microphone such as the AT2020 (at $99) or the Rode NT1 (at $249). 

Since there’s a lot that goes into choosing a microphone type and model, we’ll just point you to 

these external links: 

https://www.sweetwater.com/insync/studio-microphone-buying-guide/  

 
https://www.csmusic.net/content/articles/mic-check/ 

https://www.micreviews.com/guides/best-beginners-microphone  

 

Speakers/Studio Monitors 
Audio monitors are an essential part of a home studio 

setup. If you’re looking to be able to do more critical 

listening and audio work on your own, you may 

consider high quality studio monitors. Our 

recommendations here are all “active monitors,” 

which means you don’t need a separate unit to power 

the speakers. Typically, these are plugged into an 

audio interface, not directly into your computer’s 

headphone/speaker output (though, with the right 

adapters, this can also be possible). 

 

 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/EVO4--audient-evo-4-usb-audio-interface
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Scarlet2i2G3--focusrite-scarlett-2i2-3rd-gen-usb-audio-interface
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/URRT2--steinberg-ur-rt2-usb-audio-interface-with-2-rupert-neve-transformers
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Duet2iOS--apogee-duet
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/AT2020--audio-technica-at2020-cardioid-condenser-microphone
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/NT1Kit--rode-nt1-kit-condenser-microphone-with-smr-shock-mount-and-pop-filter
https://www.sweetwater.com/insync/studio-microphone-buying-guide/
https://www.csmusic.net/content/articles/mic-check/
https://www.micreviews.com/guides/best-beginners-microphone
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Prices on monitors vary wildly. The most inexpensive recommendations here are still very good, 

and a huge step up from most consumer-brand computer speakers. Bigger speakers (usually) 

mean clearer low-frequencies.  

Recommendations: 

M-Audio AV32 - $99 for a pair. 3” make them the smallest, lacking in “lows” but still good! 

Mackie CR5-X  - $200 for a pair. Option available with BlueTooth Audio for a bit more. 

JBL 305P - $300 for a pair.  

KRK Rokit 5 - $360 a pair. 

ADAM T8V - $600 a pair. 

Genelec 8030 - $1,400 for a pair. Probably the most “industry standard” on this list,. Genelec 

speakers are known for their accuracy. 

Adam A7x - $1,500 for a pair. 

 

Personal Audio/Video Recording Devices 
The simplest solution for getting good quality audio and video is a 

personal recording device that has both a camera and a mic. 

These can be used for recording and streaming/conferencing.  

Pros:  

• You won’t need a separate microphone, audio interface, or 

camera. This makes it the one of the less expensive options 

overall. 

• Some can record as a standalone unit, or on to your computer as 

a peripheral for recording/streaming.  

Cons:  

• The optimal place for mic placement and camera placement are rarely (if ever) the same place. 

Chances are, you’ll be stuck compromising on either video or audio. 

• Video quality on these are often not-so-good. Your phone may even have a far higher-quality 

camera! If this is the case, you may consider using your phone alongside a handheld audio-only 

Zoom recorder (in this case you’ll need to synchronize audio with the video). Audio quality is 

certainly better than built-in options on your computer/tablet, but not as good as similarly priced 

separate mics, especially if the stereo feature is not needed.  

Recommendations:  

 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/AV32--m-audio-av32-3-inch-powered-studio-monitors
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CR5X--mackie-cr5-by-5-inch-multimedia-monitors
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/LSR305MK2--jbl-305p-mkii-5-inch-powered-studio-monitor
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Rokit5G4--krk-rokit-5-g4-5-inch-powered-studio-monitor
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/T8V--adam-audio-t8v-8-inch-powered-studio-monitor
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/8030CPM--genelec-8030c-5-inch-powered-studio-monitor
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/A7X--adam-audio-a7x-7-inch-powered-studio-monitor
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/pro-audio/buying-guide/which-zoom-recorder-is-right-for-you
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/pro-audio/buying-guide/which-zoom-recorder-is-right-for-you
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Zoom Q2n (pictured) - $219 

Zoom Q8 - $399 (allow for input of 2 external microphones in addition to built-in array) 

Marantz Turret (no internal storage, needs to connect to computer) - $299 

*There are plenty more “combined audio/video” devices such as GoPro, Avermedia, etc. We 

don’t recommend these due to lack of high-quality microphones, which make them less useful 

for music applications. 

   

 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Q2n4K--zoom-q2n-4k-handy-video-recorder-with-xy-microphone
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Q8Zoom--zoom-q8-2.3k-hd-handy-video-recorder-with-interchangeable-mic-capsule-system
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/Turret--marantz-turret-broadcast-video-streaming-system
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Asynchronous Topics 
This section includes topics related to recording sound and video that does not need to be 

conferenced or broadcasted live. This mostly includes audio and video 

recording/mixing/production.  

Audio Editors and DAWs  
If you’re interested in taking a first step into 

audio recording/editing, we highly 

recommend starting with Audacity: a free, 

open source, cross-platform audio software. 

If you need more features, UGA has a site 

license for Adobe Audition, which is a robust 

professional DAW and editing suite.  

Logic Pro (Mac OS only) is a very popular option that balances complete functionality. 

If you have a Mac or iPad, you can also use GarageBand, which has considerable features and 

functionality for a free DAW. 

ProTools is an industry standard worth looking into if you’re interested in getting deeper into 

recording and editing. It’s fairly expensive, but ProTools First is a good free option with basic 

functions. 

 

Cubase is another option, particularly popular for its features that integrate visual media. 

 

Reaper is a highly customizable DAW (with less bells and whistles) DAW, at a very low price. 

 

If you’d like to access excellent video tutorials on several of these softwares, UGA EITS Offers 

LYNDA Access to all students and faculty. Lynda has great video tutorials on nearly every 

software imaginable. As Fall 2020 begins, you can also access video lectures from the MUSI 

4010 Intro to Music Technology class.  

 

https://www.audacityteam.org/
https://www.adobe.com/products/audition.html
https://www.apple.com/logic-pro/
https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/
https://www.avid.com/pro-tools
https://www.avid.com/pro-tools/comparison
https://new.steinberg.net/cubase/
https://www.reaper.fm/
https://eits.uga.edu/learning_and_training/lynda/
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Video Recording and Editing Software 
Recording a video can be as simple as using your 

computer or phone/tablet’s internal camera and a video 

recorder such as QuickTime or the camera feature. Being 

able to add titles 

iMovie is free on any apple device, which you can use to 

edit video and add titles. It can even do basic split screen 

videos, among other effects.  

Adobe Premiere Pro and Final Cut Pro are two of the top options for professional video editing. 

UGA has site licenses for Adobe Premiere Pro (faculty/staff/TAs can download for use on their 

own computers, and otherwise this software is available in the MuTec Lab). 

For tutorials on iMovie, Final Cut Pro or Adobe Premiere, we recommend LYNDA. 

Screen Capture  
If you need to create a simple video recording using screen capture, Quicktime Player offers an 

easy-to-use solution. Here is a tutorial on creating a screen capture video. If you need to do 

anything more advanced, we highly recommend using OBS, for Mac or PC. 

OBS: Open Broadcaster Software  
Technically, this section on Open Broadcaster Software 

(OBS) belongs in both Asynchronous and Synchronous 

sections. OBS is a free and open source software for 

video recording and live streaming. 

You can use OBS to make instructional videos that 

integrate your desktop, a separate window for your 

video camera, and multiple audio sources. It’s 

extremely flexible, and relatively easy to use.  

 

https://www.apple.com/imovie/
https://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html?sdid=KKQOM&mv=search&ef_id=Cj0KCQjwpZT5BRCdARIsAGEX0znuChQp5DP344cb8ahaRA-RvKKWi0nG3cCp4G15y9OD1Zb1o_dYTmUaArUQEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3085!3!383822106390!e!!g!!adobe%20premiere%20pro&gclid=Cj0KCQjwpZT5BRCdARIsAGEX0znuChQp5DP344cb8ahaRA-RvKKWi0nG3cCp4G15y9OD1Zb1o_dYTmUaArUQEALw_wcB
https://www.apple.com/final-cut-pro/
https://eits.uga.edu/learning_and_training/lynda/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-record-your-screen
https://obsproject.com/
https://obsproject.com/
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Here’s an example of an OBS-made instructional video Dr. Lane’s electronic music class, using 

multiple video (desktop and camera) and audio sources (microphone and DAW output). 

Note: If you’re using a Mac, it may not be possible to record both a microphone and your 

computer’s sound output to a video at the same time. If you need to do this, I recommend 

iShowU as an audio output capture (the free version will do the job), which running alongside 

OBS allows you to record audio from both your microphone and whatever your computer is 

playing. Here’s a tutorial about this. 

 

Note to instructors: Instructional videos are required to have the option for close-captioning. 

Kaltura (and YouTube) will do this automatically, but with varying results. Consider going 

through and editing close-captioning. 

How do I edit YouTube closed captioning in my instructional video? 

How do I edit Kaltura closed captioning in my instructional video? 

Here are the MSU Disability Resource Center policies on closed captioning for instructional 

videos. 

How to make a Split-Screen performance video 
Maybe you saw the Spring 2020 

Commencement video made by the College of 

Music. You’ve also probably seen countless 

other split-screen ensemble videos in recent 

months, which have soared in popularity as 

ensembles have been separated by social 

distancing.   

 

These are almost always recorded asynchronously, with each individual musician recording 

audio and video separately. In Cameron’s graduating video, everyone played to a common 

click-track, but this also meant lots of additional editing, mixing, time correction and pitch 

correction (since no one could “listen in” to the ensemble that wasn’t there until the end), not to 

mention hours and hours of video editing.  

 

https://youtu.be/dwgf7dp0xps?t=215
https://shinywhitebox.com/ishowu-instant
https://shinywhitebox.com/ishowu-instant
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2734705?hl=en
https://help.elc.uga.edu/faculty/kaltura-audio-and-video/captioning/#:~:text=Editing%20Machine%20Captioning,-Once%20your%20machine&text=Click%20the%20video%20that%20you,clicking%20the%20Edit%20Captions%20button.
https://webaccess.msu.edu/Help_and_Resources/captioning-resources.html
https://webaccess.msu.edu/Help_and_Resources/captioning-resources.html
https://www.music.msu.edu/news/honoring-the-class-of-2020
https://www.music.msu.edu/news/honoring-the-class-of-2020
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In short, making a really good split-screen video requires quite a bit of experience in multi-track 

recording and production, video editing, and lots and lots of time. 

That said, even attempting to make one of these videos can give students some great 

experience in editing, critical listening, mixing, and a broad range of relevant skills in music 

technology (both in and out of Covid times). Here are some basic outlines on how to proceed 

using three different approaches: 

 

The Acapella App 
The Acapella App is an iOS App that makes it easy to multi-track videos. It has a lot of hype on 

social media at the moment with millions of users. It’s fairly easy to use, and while it’s not going 

to let you create Eric Whitacre’s next Virtual Choir video, students will have fun using it (and fun 

is good). You’re limited on time (3 minutes) as well as number of participants (9) unless you pay 

a monthly fee.  

Tips: 

- Try to use a “guide” track to keep everyone together (which may be removed at the end). 

Personally, I think it would be interesting to have a conductor record the first track in silence, 

then have everyone else layer from conductor track.  

- Being an iPhone app, most videos are recorded with phone or tablet microphones, so audio 

quality suffers. iOS-friendly USB mics can make all the difference here.  

With some planning and practice, the Acapella App can work well!  Here’s an example: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGsPMTu5AtM&feature=emb_title 

 

The Dub-and-send method 
If you want good control over the sound quality and more flexibility with the video format, you’ll 

want to ultimately create your split-screen video using a video editor such as Final Cut Pro or 

Adobe Premiere. You may also wish to mix the audio separately in a DAW such as Logic. Each 

musician may want to record video in QuickTime while using something like Audacity or Logic to 

record multi-track audio (to better monitor levels). Separate audio/video files throughout the 

process is OK, as it all will be combined in post-production 

 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/acapella-from-picplaypost/id924635678
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InULYfJHKI0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGsPMTu5AtM&feature=emb_title
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The Dub-and-send method is similar to a collaborative project in the Acapella App. I’ll use an 

example of a quartet making a split-screen recording here, using 4 Musicians and a designated 

Producer: 

Step 1: Musician #1 records audio/video (with an in-ear guide track or metronome). Musician 

#1 sends the audio to Musician #2 (including the click or guide track will be necessary if there 

are rests!), and their own audio+video to the Producer.  

Step 2: Musician #2 plays along with Musician #1’s recording in-ear (*NOT* through speakers!). 

Musician #2 sends a mix of Musician #1 and #2 to Musician #3 (or the Producer can also do 

this if needed), and also sends audio and video of Musician #2 alone to the producer. 

Step 3: Musician #3 plays along with the combined audio recording of Musician #1 and #2 

in-ear. Musician #3 sends the mix of Musicians 1, 2, and 3 to Musician #4, and the audio+video 

of them playing alone to the Producer. 

Step 4: Repeat step 3. Musician #4 sends the Producer a rough mix of all 4 players, along with 

video+audio of them playing alone. 

Step 5: The Producer now has individual audio and video for each individual part, plus a “rough 

mix” from Musician #4 that can be used as a timing guide for syncing up all of the individual 

tracks. The Producer can mix the audio in either the video editor or the DAW, spruce up the mix 

with a little reverb and compression, sync to split-screen video (which is as simple as re-sizing 

windows and layering in Adobe Premiere or Final Cut Pro), and share with the world! 

This method mimics how most popular music has been multi-tracked for over 50 years. It 

simply throws video into the mix as well. The multi-track (MTR) process can feel unnatural for 

those of us accustomed to recording in real life. But if Brian Wilson’s classical session 

musicians were willing to give it a shot in 1966, we should be willing to try it too! 

 

The Common Click-Track method 
For a more natural sounding ensemble recording, the Dub-and-send method is preferable, but 

time and schedule-intensive as each musician must wait for the previous musician to lay down 

their tracks.  For large ensembles, or for projects with a quick time-crunch, the Dub-and-send 

method may not be practical. 
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The Step-by-step process for the Common Click-Track method may seem simpler than 

Dub-and-send, but can make the mixing/editing process for the producer much more difficult, as 

musicians tend to have more rhythmic and intonation inconsistencies that are common 

That said, most of the large ensemble split-screen videos use some version of this approach: 

Step 1: Create a click-track that gives a clear measure of count-off, including any tempo 

changes in the piece. Click-tracks can be created in Logic or Pro-Tools (or simply recorded with 

an electronic metronome if there are no complicated tempo changes). You can also record 

spoken instructions/cues and mix with the click track, such as “start here” or 

“Rehearsal-D-starts-now” to make things clearer for the players. 

NOTE: It is very helpful to include a “sync” event at the beginning or end of the click track. For 

example: At the very end of the click-track, record a voice saying “clap four times with this 

recording” followed by a count-off and four even claps. This will save the Producer a lot of time 

syncing all of the videos in post-production. 

Step 2: Send the click track as an audio track out to all of the players/singers in the ensemble, 

along with suggestions/guidelines on how to make the best quality video/audio with whatever 

resources they have. Make sure everyone records their video/audio of the piece in its entirety, 

encompassing the full length of the click track. 

Step 3: Using Final Cut or Adobe Premiere, layer and resize all of the videos. Audio can either be 

mixed within the video editing software, or exported to a DAW and mixed separately then 

re-synced.  

 

Here’s a great template for “Instructions to players” for this approach. 

 

Note: This approach works better with slower music, where very tight rhythmic agreement isn’t 

essential. Advanced features in DAWs such as time-adjusting can help with inconsistencies of 

different players’ adhesion to the click track. These minor adjustments can go unnoticed in the 

video, as our eyes are less attuned to minor timing discrepancies than our ears.  

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13T8LMNSxKNN-kT7Oo35UUcPP-a4lWcG6_bAXbFz7jL0/edit
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Additional Resources/Links 
 

External Links: 
Peabody Institute’s “Recording and Electronic Tools for Musicians” - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukSKUECSUKM&feature=youtu.be  

Butler School of Music’s Recommendations for Online Lessons 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dD4fkMd5VXEHgKT7C-x3Zb_MYy0LbKhL0x6xoeSCi-E/

edit 

Have more suggestions for content? Email recserv@msu.edu  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukSKUECSUKM&feature=youtu.be
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dD4fkMd5VXEHgKT7C-x3Zb_MYy0LbKhL0x6xoeSCi-E/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dD4fkMd5VXEHgKT7C-x3Zb_MYy0LbKhL0x6xoeSCi-E/edit
mailto:recserv@msu.edu

